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Sources and „methodology”
-Why ?
Project related to my habilitation / better understanding of the DPRK / 
undeveloped by western research centers. 
-When?
Research realized since 5 years (still on going).
-Who ?
1. NK analysts (US, ROK, PRC and european sources) ;
2. NK defectors and DPRK sources; 
3. Think tank reports (US, ROK, PRC, Europe), open/non-open sources.
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Introduction (1/3)
The origins of the present day form of DPRK state trading companies date back to the 13th World 
Festival of Youth and Students, which was held in Pyongyang in 1989. This was initiated by Jang
Song-thaek(장성택/張成澤). 

The DPRK state trading company constituted a means for raising funds to finance this 
international event.  

As part of trade-off the KPA was allocated prime resources (mines with high yields, fishing areas) and 
the continuation of the development of advanced weapons.

In the early 2000s , they were permitted to expand the number and activities of their foreign 
exchange earning enterprises. 

. 
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• Kim Jong-il, with his lack of military experience, experienced resistance and 
occasionally open opposition to using KPA personnel in civilian economic 
development. 

This led to internalconflicts with Kim Kyung-hee and the previously mentionedJang
Song-thaek.

It must be admitted, that the hosting of the World Festivalof Youthand Students resulted
in massive debt for NorthKorea nevertheless, this form of state trading company became
a model for other DPRK state trading companies
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Being affiliated to the KPA, the KWP, or the Cabinet, each DPRK state trading company
requires authorizationto establish and run a commercialenterprise.  The matter must be 
reported to and authorized by the Kim family through his advisory groups (civilianand 
military groups). 

Eachmilitary company is affiliated to a certain structure (MPS, MPAF, KPA, NDC, KWP,…). 

DPRK state trading companies generate operating budgets for the various branches of the 
KPA, the KWP, and organizations to whichthey are affiliated. 

The increasing role of the KPA in the NK political system in the 80’s contributed to the 
developpement of military companies. KJI wanted to acquire their loyalty. 

A defector indicated that the growthof these KPA companies is attributedto the fact that
soldiers do not have to be paid (reducing operating costs for a company).  
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1. Selected DPRK 
military organizations
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The MPAF, the KPA and the MPS
The MPAF is essentially an umbrella agency gathering the KPA’s logistical, political, and 
personnel components. SinceJuly2015, Pak Yong-sikisthe ministryof the PAF.

The KPA counts 2 milion of activesoldiersand a reserveof 7 milion of people. Since
february2016, Vice MarshalRiMyong-suisthe chiefof Chief of the General Staff of  the 
KPA.

The MPAF has departments which coordinate relations with foreign militaries, as 
well as regulating Government-owned corporations related to the defense industry 
and other foreign currency earning ventures. 

The MPAF, through the General Staff Department is responsible for the daily 
operational planning and management of the KPA’s forces.

The Ministryof the Public  Security isthe NK police. Since april 2013, Choe Pu-il is the 
ministry of the Public Security.

Ri Myong-su

Pak Yong-sik

Choe Pu-il
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2. Example of military
assets
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MPAF and KPA Assets (1/2)
It’s difficult to assess the total value of the Military Economy of 
the DPRK.

It’s estimated that about 150 companies are subordinated to the MPAF (for 
instance the Korea PugangTrading Co., the ZokwangTrading Co.)
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MPAF and KPA Assets (2/2)
According to a non disclosed analyst, the raw materials' sector  appears to 
be divided up, based on the given resource. 

The MPAF, the WPRG and KPA units have a lot of control over coal mines.
The steel and metal sectors are roughly divided between the party and 
KPA. For example, the MineX is controlled by the KWP  but the factories 
appear to be jointly held between the KWP and KPA. 

To a less extent, militaries are also involved in touristic projects (Pan Mun
Jom - Pak Rim-su, a DPRK general used to visit the Kaesong Industrial 
Complex and the Mount Kumgang tourism site).
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MPS Assets
MPS controls a number of domestic food production sites. The 
MPS is responsible for the security of the DPRK’S railroads. 

Its Engineer Bureaus are responsible for some projects. Each Engineer Bureau 
consists of Military Brigades. 
Examples: 
-the Xth Engineer Bureau isresponsiblefor the construction of the Pyongyang Subway 
System.
-The Yth Engineer Bureau is responsible for some facilities as the the SunchonVinalon
Complex(chemicals). This complex was previously manager by the current DPRK PM 
(Pak Pong-ju)
- The Zth Engineer Bureau is responsible for the development of some roads around the 
country. 
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Raw materials 
projects
The Anju Coal Mine belt is under the control 

of the KPA.

KPA has partial ownership of the Hyesan
Copper Mine in Yanggang Province.

Some mines, in the northeast part of the 
DPRK, are under party management (Pak To 
Chun of the SEC)/rotation of the KWP 
regional secretaries: Kwak Pom Gi, etc.).

The double affilliation of some entities may
explain difficulties for foreigners to invest in 
the DPRK

(Photo: Rodong Sinmun)
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Military
construction
project
„VMar Choe Ryong-hae (L) tours the 
construction of the Munsu Wading Pool
in Pyongyang, Choe Ryong-hae called 
on all soldier-builders …”

(Photo: Rodong Sinmun, text: KCNA)
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Infrastructure
projects
The Taesongsan Combined 
Hospital opened after a 
formal ceremony attended 
by senior officials of the 
MPAF and of KPA 
personnel who participated 
in the construction . 

(Photo: Rodong Sinmun )
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Manufacturing 
Projects
KCU examines accordions and brass 
instruments, produced by KPA 
factories and units. 

Note the presence of Choe Ryong-hae –
right of KCU-

(Photo: Rodong Sinmun)
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KPA projects are
under the 
control of KWP 
organizations
On march 2013 the DPRK Cabinet 
Premier ChoeYong Rim visited the 
Munpyong Smeltery and the Sepo
Tableland (a project of the KPA
personnel).

(Photo: Rodong Sinmun )
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Selected KPA 
companies

Company Name Main activity Affiliation

Changkwang Trading 
Company

Missiles Export SEC

Sungri Trading 
Company

Goods for the Kim 
family

KPA Political Bureau

Yongaksan Trading 
Company

Missiles Export SEC
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3. Measures taken to 
reinforce KWP guidance
of the DPRK military
assets
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The Second 
Economy
Committee

Since 1961,The SEC oversees the 
North Korean munitions
economy.

It is a quasi-independent organ, 
subordinated to the KWP and the 
NDC.

There are ten bureaus 
subordinated to the SEC that 
fulfills its respective production, 
acquisition and sales needs.

The electricity sector is under the 
control of the military, although 
the SEC receives priority in usage.

The Management Board of the SEC
Pak Sae-bong / Pak Do-chun

Hong-Kong 
Electronics  

(Iran)

Namchongang
Trading Co. 

(Japan)
Iran Japan

Korea 
Tandong

Trading Co.
(International)

Ukraine
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Removal of military assets to the KWP
- Some of the companies under the KPA control were brought

under the control of the 54th section of the MPAF. This section
is under the control of „Kangsong Trading Co.” controlled by the
KPA PB.

- The KPA has been involved in a number of power station and
transformer projects.

- However in some cases (the Huichon project) the DPRK MOFA
is the intermediate between DPRK and partners (NGO/PRC).

- In SEZ, some KPA officers are also trying to attract FDI
(especially in the SEZ of Rason) with little results. Choe Pu-il
was commanding the KPA Northeast Military District and was
in reality a representant of the KWP.
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Conclusions
� What is the impact of sanctions toward KPA companies?

� How many foreigners are managing KPA companies?

� What is the role of Chinese advisors  in the establishment of new 
KPA companies?
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